
Topline ResearchStory Output
Online Surveys need to come with a ready to use deliverable.  
CFR ResearchStory Reports deliver.

Our survey output comes with five key research analysis steps done for you.  You have access 
to this throughout data collection and immediately when data collection finishes.

1. Overview - A final data file in excel, full labeled with a data map.

2. Crosstabs - Excel tables by percentage and frequency with your banner points and 
significance testing that’s easy to edit and use.

3. Crosstabs Powerpoint - A selection of questions that show statistical significance 
in results and creating native PowerPoint tables and charts so they are ready to copy, 
paste, and edit.

4. Charts Powerpoint - Standard report base that covers research methodology,  
question by question table, chart, and description.  All of which is in native PowerPoint 
tables that are easily editable.

5. Main Report - A word document that acts as a perfect topline or interim report  
compiling the output into sequential order creating a base to add, edit, and present



Example Research Deliverable

Crosstabs - Excel Document
This portion of our standard output is all Excel-based tables that are easy to read. All column 
banner points are customized to what makes sense for your study.

These Excel documents are easily editable and usable for creating additional summary  
statistics, charts, graphs, etc. BOTH counts and percentages options are in all output.



Crosstabs - PowerPoint Presentation
This specific PowerPoint creates graphs and pulls in tables to draw attention to every 
question where statistical significance testing reveals meaningful differences.

Overall, we show you the research methodology as well as the description of analysis con-
ducted in each report for ease of use.

The report is an actual “ready to edit” PowerPoint presentation, not images or snapshots of 
output - you can immediately adjust inside of PowerPoint.

In this PowerPoint, we include bar graphs generated for each appropriate question type, split 
by key demographics or cuts of data:



We also include tables that embed significance testing (top image) and when you have rating 
across multiple attributes, we generate concise visual output (bottom image):



We break down tables into both percentages and response counts.  Every table includes 
statistical testing for the significance of differences between columns with those noteworthy 
differences indicated with arrows up or down.



Charts - PowerPoint Presentation
This specific PowerPoint gives you a variety of graphic representations based on the question 
type. From generic basic pie charts and bar graphs to more unique graphs and word clouds, 
you get a range of understandable charts to edit and share.

We also include text analysis coding, frequency counts and sample verbatim comments 
pulled from each open-ended response section.







We also include text analysis coding, frequency counts and sample verbatim comments 
pulled from each open-ended response section.





Main Report - Word Document
The main report compiles the research methodology, question by questions tables, charts, 
and descriptive analysis into one cohesive word document.  This is a strong base topline  
report to deliver during a project.  When preparing a final report it is a base to edit, add to 
and draw insights from in forming your final deliverable.





Want Output Like This? Do a Project 
with Communications for Research!
When you have CFR program your online survey, this output is free! You can have it delivered 
during and immediately upon completion of the research at this consistent high-quality  
output level for no additional charges.

Ready to get a quote for your survey project and discuss your project needs? Give us a call at 
573.775.4550 or email us at info@cfrinc.net.

About Communications for Research
Communications for Research (CFR) is an Insights Champion Ally. We specialize in managing 
market research logistics. The difference we make is with project management that takes 
ownership over the research process. 

Our customers can focus on impacting their own business and customers.  We execute data 
collection and data processing services with an in-house team of programmers, project  
support and over 100 recruiters and interviewers in our call centers. Our team takes a  
leadership role in every study we work on by understanding your research goals, learning 
quickly from our work together to adapt our own process to best provide service for you,  
and acting as trustworthy business decision makers for your research.

With over 500 market research studies performed annually, we know how to get a high  
quality outcome in research. Even if you have a problem you’re not quite sure how to answer, 
we help you by knowing what it will take and suggesting a strategy that will work.

Whether the primary research study is conducted over the phone, online, by mail, or all three 
at once, we use the market research process, methods and technologies necessary to  
provide you with quality, relevant information in the most cost-effective manner – helping 
you make an impact in your business and with your customers.

We strive to be an extension of your team. If you consider us for being your partner on an 
upcoming research opportunity we will do our best to be responsive, accurate, and concise 
in our service proposals detailing project specifications, service responsibilities, timeline and 
price.


